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1.0 INTRODUCTION

Malaysian Rubber Board (MRB) is the custodian of the rubber industry in Malaysia and is responsible for developing the rubber policies and strategies for the country. These policies and strategies are framed based on the global industry outlook, supply and demand trend and the rubber market situation. MRB shall produce a market report on monthly basis that includes statistical data for Malaysia’s import and export of rubber. In order to obtain a comprehensive import and export data of rubber, MRB has formed a collaboration with the Royal Malaysian Customs Department (Customs). In general, all imported and exported goods must be declared using K1 and K2 form. K1 form is for declaration of goods to be imported while K2 form is for declaration of goods to be exported. The data from K1 and K2 forms are the data that MRB need to extract, transform and load to provide comprehensive information that would be useful for MRB.

With the implementation of Extraction Transformation Load (ETL) solution, the import and export data integration between MRB and Customs,
will be done automatically on daily basis. MRB personnel will no longer have to travel to Putrajaya for the sole purpose of collecting the CD containing the import and export data from the Customs office. This will save time, cost and resources. Also, MRB’s IT officers will no longer have to process the data manually and additionally, the integration software will not be dependent only on a single notebook, as per previous practice. All these processes will be scheduled to run daily from the server.

Data integration is important in consolidating all the data in the organization or outside the organization to provide a unified view of the organization’s information. According to [1], data integration aims to collect different data from various sources, formats and characteristic in spatial data logic or physics. Its objective is to construct a seamless connection to a dataset. Data integration gradually becomes more important in consolidating all the data in the organization to provide a unified view of the organization’s information. Data integration is generally implemented in several areas namely data migration, enterprise application and master data management. Building an enterprise’s data warehouse (DW) is a well-known implementation of data integration. DW is a collection of all database data, it can be seen as a super-database [2].

ETL solution is the back-end process of data integration which involves collecting data from various data sources, preparing and transforming the data according to business requirements and loading them into a DW.

This paper describes the use of ETL solution to extract the import and export data from Customs office, transform it into the required format and numerical value and finally, load it into MRB’s DW. Section 2 in this paper explains the details of ETL solution which includes ETL phases, ETL metadata, logical data map and ETL tools. Section 3 discusses on how the ETL solution has been implemented to extract, transform and load the import and export information and how the ETL can be scheduled. This paper ends with the conclusion of ETL solution.

2.0 ETL SOLUTION

ETL solution is one of the most important processes in the DW. Based on [3] study, ETL is the foundation for any DW. A properly designed ETL extracts data from various sources, enforces data quality and consistency and finally deliver data in a presentation ready format which can assist the end users in swift decision making process. Billions of dollars have been spent by companies in getting clean, unambiguous data in their DW [4].

Based on study by Kimball and Caserta [5], it is estimated that 70% of the effort and time building a DW goes into this extracting, cleaning, conforming, transforming and loading of data. The purpose of using ETL solution is to save time and make the whole process of building a DW more reliable. The ETL solution can be customized to provide the functionality to meet the enterprise requirements [6]. According to Pethalakshmi [7], the benefits of an ETL tool are shown as follows:

a. Simplify the process of migrating data
b. Standardize the method of data migration
c. Store all data transformation logic or rules as metadata
d. Reduce cost and effort associated with building interfaces

According to Eckerson and White [8], ETL is the heart and soul of business intelligence (BI). BI is a variety of tools and techniques, for transforming the raw data into useful information and visualize it in the form of report or dashboard for business analysis purposes. By now, the development of BI is relatively mature in foreign countries and BI has been widely applied in government, finance, insurance, retail and manufacturing industries [9]. ETL solution extracts and combines data from multiple data sources into a DW, enabling all users to work in a single, centralized and integrated set of data.

2.1 ETL Phases

ETL is not a one-time event as new data are added into DW periodically in monthly, daily or hourly basis. Since ETL solution is an ongoing, integral and recurring part of DW, it should be automated, well documented and easily changeable. An ETL solution consists of three consecutive phases as shown in Figure 1 and is explained in the following sub sections.

2.1.1 Extraction

The purpose of the data extraction process is to collect useful data from multiple heterogeneous data sources [10]. The complexity of data extraction is usually determined by the complexity of the data source. The most commonly data source formats are flat files and Database Management Systems (DBMS) [11]. Flat files are used in legacy systems. The data in the flat files have no structured relationship. They are stored using delimiters and data retrieval is critical and it needs additional processing if data collection is large. Another widely used rich data format are Relational Database Management System (RDBMS). Extensible
2.1.2 Transformation

The next phase of ETL is the transformation. The transformation is the process to make some cleaning and conforming of the incoming data to gain accurate data which is correct, complete, consistent, and unambiguous [14]. It involves application of business rules to source data before it is loaded into DW. In transformation phase, the extracted data are cleansed and transformed based on the business requirements.

There can be one or many transformation operations such as conditional split, lookup, union, merge and remerge data that can be applied during the transformation phase. These could lead to changes in data value, data type or data structure by addition, modification or deletion of data. Data can also be validated, cleansed and rejected using specific transformation rules.

2.1.3 Load

The last process in ETL which is the loading phase, is responsible to load the data processed by the above two phases into DW. According to Sun and Lan [10], there are two main methods to load data namely refreshing and updating. The refreshing method is mainly used to load the data into database during creating a DW, while the updating method is used to maintain the DW.

2.2 ETL Metadata

Based on Nayem, Jessica [15] and Jian and Bihua [16], metadata is data about data which is very important to ETL. Metadata in DW mainly comprise of description, definition and standard of business data, rules of data extraction and transformation as well as the information of data source and target DW. Ying Pei and Wang [17] generally consider the metadata as the command center of ETL and ETL solution should refer to metadata maximally.

2.3 Logical Data Map

Logical data map is needed before the physical data can be transformed. The logical data map describes the metadata relationship between the starting points (source) and the ending points (target) of the ETL. This logical data map is necessary for ETL developer as a blueprint of exactly what is expected during the ETL process. Logical data map contains details of source, target and transformation rules as shows in Table 1.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Source</th>
<th>Transformation Rules</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Target</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

2.4 ETL Tools

In the early days of ETL tools, the idea of being able to "move anything from anywhere to anywhere else" was nothing more than a pipe dream [18]. Over the years, ETL tools have evolved rapidly to being able to offer the real business needs by accomplishing tasks such as recognizing metadata, retrieving very large data swiftly, exploratory complex data source, and providing a user friendly graphical development environment. ETL tools can be categorized into two broad categories as explain in the next sub sections.

2.4.1 Hand-Coded

In early 1990s, most organizations developed custom code to extract and transform data from operational systems and load it into data warehouses. Normally ETL tools were developed in house using COBOL, Perl, C and PL/SQL. In order to accomplish the ETL task, ETL developer has to use different programming languages such as COBOL to extract the data from the data source and performing transformations, while PL/SQL Bulk procedures were used to load the data into the target DW.

However, hand-coded tools have its drawbacks. Hand-coded ETL are normally slow in execution as they are single threaded whereas the modern tool-based tools are multiple threaded and run on high speed hardware [19].

2.4.2 Tool-Based

Due to the limitation of the hand-coded tools and to reduce the labor-intensive process of writing custom ETL programs, many vendors have developed these tools to be purchased by the organizations. These tools support multiple inputs or outputs database or flat files, provide transformation and extraction features and multi-dimensional designs. These tools also provide user friendly graphic user interface (GUI) which aid the developer to use it without having to attend any formal training. Pall and Khaira [19] classified the tool-based ETL further to four subcategories as follows:

a. Pure ETL Tools
These products are independent of the database and the BI tool with which it will be used

b. Database Integrated
ETL capabilities are embedded with DBMS

c. BI Integrated
ETL capabilities are embedded with BI software
d. Niche Product
These are the products that do not fit well into any of the above mentioned groups, but still have considerable ETL functionality in them.

3.0 RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

3.1 Data Integration Software

McDI or MRB-Customs Data Integration software is the software that has been developed using the ETL solution. Ms Business Intelligence Development Studio (BIDS) 2005 has been used as integrated development environment (IDE) while Ms SQL Server Integration Services (SSIS) has been used as a tool to construct ETL solution for McDI software. BIDS 2005 and SSIS are the database integrated ETL tools that bundle with MRB’s existing database software which is Ms SQL Server 2005. There are three color indicator in Microsoft SSIS during the debugging mode whereby green indicate the success task, red indicate the error task while yellow indicate the in-process task.

McDI software has been deployed as a server side application and VB.net was used as the programming language. This McDI software has been divided into three SSIS packages as explains in the following subsections.

3.1.1 ExtractData

This ExtractData package is for extracting the K1 and K2 text files from Customs Office and store the physical text files in MRB’s server at MRB Office. Once the text files are successfully stored, the text files at Customs server will be deleted.

After the ExtractData package has successfully extracted the K1 and K2 text files as shown in Figure 2, an email will be sent to system admin to inform the total and also the list of K1 and K2 text files.

3.1.2 TransformData

This TransformData package is for transforming the K1 and K2 data to the required format and numerical data and stored it in the staging database. This transformation process is based on predefined logical data map.

In the event that the TransformData package not able to be transformed as shown in Figure 3, the transaction will be rolled back. The detail of the unsuccessful transaction will be captured in the LogFile_Error table.

3.1.3 LoadData

Figure 4 shows the last McDI SSIS package which is the LoadData. This LoadData package is for loading the transformed K1 and K2 data from the staging database into the production database. After the LoadData package has successfully loaded all the data the transaction will be committed. An email will be sent to system admin to inform the detail of the successful transaction.
3.2 ETL Scheduling

The primary way to schedule packages in SSIS is by using the SQL Server Agent Jobs, which ships together with the SQL Server database engine. This SQL Server Agent Jobs schedule the McDI software to automatically run at 1.00am daily. In order to schedule the McDI software, the configuration file for the SSIS package of ExtractData, TransformData and LoadData need to be created earlier. Then all these SSIS package must be deployed. The detail description on McDI configuration, McDI deployment and McDI scheduling are discussed in the following sub section.

3.2.1 McDI Configuration

A configuration is a property or value that can be configured to the completed package. Package configurations are a flexible method of dynamically configuring a package at runtime. It allows a high degree of flexibility in the execution of McDI software. There are many types of package configuration such as XML configuration files, registry entry and SQL Server table. In McDI software, XML configuration files is used to configure the ExtractData, TransformData and LoadData package properties to be exported to the configuration file. The example of XML configuration file for ExtractData package is shown in Figure 5.

3.2.2 McDI Deployment

After creating the XML configuration files for all the SSIS packages, these packages need to be deployed to the production server. Microsoft SSIS has a feature to create a deployment utility. When the deployment utility is created all the files that are necessary to install the McDI software are copied into a centralized directory and a "*.SSISDeploymentManifest" file is created for the installer to run, which opens the Package Installation Wizard.

When all the packages are successfully deployed to the production server, it can be viewed by opening the Microsoft SSIS at production server using windows authentication.

Figure 6 shows the successfully deployed packages at Microsoft SSIS.

3.2.3 McDI Scheduling

Once all SSIS packages are successfully deployed to the production server, the prerequisite to setting up the scheduling for McDI software is satisfied. The scheduling for McDI software is based on the predefined rules that are stated in Table 2.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Setup</th>
<th>Rules</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Schedule Type</td>
<td>Recurring</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Frequency</td>
<td>Daily</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Daily frequency</td>
<td>1.00am</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

SQL Server Agent is used to automate the McDI software to run daily at 1.00am. The steps required to set up the McDI scheduling are as follows:

a. Create a “New Job”

b. Specify the job name

c. Specify the setting for ExtractData, TransformData and LoadData
d. Create new and set the schedule
e. Monitor the job activity

4.0 CONCLUSION

This paper presents a case study of rubber import and export information using ETL solution for data integration. McDI software that has been developed using Microsoft SSIS extract the import and export data, transform it and finally load it into MRB’s DW. In order to automate the McDI software, Microsoft SQL Server Agent Job has been configured to run daily at 1.00am. The McDI software has benefit the MRB’s Management in which they could get the latest and swift information on the market trend and the performance of rubber import and export. This will indirectly assist them in the decision making process. On the other hand, a structured import and export...
data will assist MRB in conducting a more accurate and comprehensive analysis based on the previous day import and export rubber data. It is envisaged that through implementation of McDI software, it shall benefit MRB as a whole hence, lift the standard of MRB’s information system to a new height.
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